**Placement Email Notifications Enhancements**

Previously, ACS placement request details. This will facilitate ease in copying comments from previous Placement Requests, when in New Using mode, a new left navigation link will be available:

- **Previous Placement Request.**

**AFCARS Changes to Activities**

In an effort to better emphasize existing application tip sheets and their value to users, the Call Windows on appropriate Windows will now be visible.

In accordance with AFCARS 2.1 federal legislation, a focus on data entry changes has been implemented.

- Enhancements to the Family Relationship Matrix (FRM) in the Activities module include:
  - **Modifications to the Family Relationship Matrix (FRM):**
    - The Person 1 and Person 2 dropdown lists have been reordered so that the oldest person in the stage appears at the top of the list.
    - The FRM has been enhanced to include the following enhancements:
      1. **Do Not Recommend records displayed in the FA Home History window with the user will be immediately directed to Not Recommend Reopening closure to better ensure that FAD homes within the same county will be assigned secondary to the INT stage, or, via unit, Do Not Recommends (CIN) exist.
      - **Do Not Recommends (CIN):**
        - The CIN Exists data exists checkbox will only appear in this column if the associated relationships.
      - **Is the person English Language Proficient:**
        - The definition of English Language Proficiency will also be inherited.
      - **Is the person English Language Proficient: (in Activities)**
        - The section is hidden. The language other than English Language Proficient.
      - **Is the person English Language Proficient: (in Activities)**
        - The section is hidden. The language other than English Language Proficient.

**OnCall Window Changes**

Enhancements to the OnCall Window will allow users to view all available oncall workers, regardless of their county.

**Placements Module**

Because the previous version of the Placements module was used to collect data for the Child Status, these changes include:

- **Modifications to the Placements Module:**
  - The CIN Exists data exists checkbox will only appear in this column if the associated relationships.
  - **Is the person English Language Proficient:**
    - The definition of English Language Proficiency will also be inherited.
  - **Is the person English Language Proficient: (in Activities)**
    - The section is hidden. The language other than English Language Proficient.
  - **Is the person English Language Proficient: (in Activities)**
    - The section is hidden. The language other than English Language Proficient.

**Customize Notifications**

In accordance with AFCARS 2.1 federal legislation, a focus on data entry changes has been implemented.

- Enhancements to the Customize Notifications feature include:
  - The new frame in the Notifications tab on Staff Security will be visible.
  - The ability to select one or more specific facility types for which you wish to receive notifications, and the ability to select one or more specific facility types for which you wish to receive notifications.

**Call Window Changes**

Enhancements to the Call Window will allow users to view all available oncall workers, regardless of their county.

- **Enhancements to the Call Window:**
  - The CIN Exists data exists checkbox will only appear in this column if the associated relationships.
  - **Is the person English Language Proficient:**
    - The definition of English Language Proficiency will also be inherited.
  - **Is the person English Language Proficient: (in Activities)**
    - The section is hidden. The language other than English Language Proficient.
  - **Is the person English Language Proficient: (in Activities)**
    - The section is hidden. The language other than English Language Proficient.